How to put up Cam Cam non-woven wallpaper
Non-woven wallpaper is easy to use and require very little effort to hang perfectly. The wallpaper will

not change in size or shape when on the wall, unlike other options. With just a little paste applied directly
to the wall, the wallpaper will go up without the need for the edges to overlap. It is also possible to
re-position the wallpaper once up - it will not tear so you can remove it and replace it easily.

BEFO RE
- Always check the wallpaper for any errors before applying

- Check that all rolls have the same batch number, this can be found on the label

- Remember to take the pattern repeat into account - look for the arrow icon on the label - see
drawing for details below.

- Always use wallpaper paste which is suitable for non-wowen wallpaper

- Make sure that the surface is a neutral, light color and that it is dry, smooth and even

TO O LS
- Paint tray

- Soft roller

- Paint brush

- Wallpaper brush

Offset match

Straight match

e.g. 26,5 cm

- Sharp knife

- Damp cloth

H O W TO APPLY

An offset match means the next strip
of wallpaper must be shifted in height of
x cm (top + bottom) in order for the
pattern to match. Example: If the offset is
26,5 cm the new piece of wallpaper should be
placed 13,25 cm from the top, leaving 13,25
cm at the bottom

A straight match means that the pattern
of every piece of wallpaper will match to
create a horizontal sequence.
Example: The number indicates the
size of the repeat pattern e.g. 4,8 cm

1

Use a roller to apply the paste directly to the wall. Use a brush to apply paste at
corners, ceiling or bottom.

2

Apply the wallpaper directly from the roll to the pasted wall.

3

The non-woven wallpaper is easy to move after placement to make sure that it has the
right placement, and that the pattern matches.

4

Use a wallpaper brush to remove air and smooth out the wallpaper from the
top to the bottom, and from the middle to the sides.

5

Cut off with a sharp knife where necessary - make sure that the pattern is even.

6

Apply the next piece of wallpaper and make sure to put the sides evenly and
completely together to avoid a visible gap.

